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1. Chair’s welcome, call to order, and opening remarks at 1:00 pm EST. 

2. Self-Introductions of Members and Guests 

3. Staff Liaison Report                                                                            

 A.  Committee membership 

  Changes made between Sept 5, 2012 and Dec 1, 2013: 

Name Position Change Date 

Sam Pagadala I (Alt to A. Rice) Appoint 10/29/2012 

Brett Wheelock M (Principal) Appoint 03/07/2013 

Tazim Rehmat SE (Alt to W. Bradshaw) Appoint 03/07/2013 

Jerrold Sameth M (Principal) Appoint 07/29/2013 

Rich Craig M (Alt to J. Sameth) From P to Alt 07/29/2013 

Scott Neil M (Alt to B. Wheelock) Appoint 07/29/2013 

Leon Bowdoin SE  Reappoint 10/23/2013 

Larry Fleur M (Alt to R. Craig) Resign 04/05/2013 

Ben Bare Non-voting Resign 08/09/2011 

Robert Zalosh SE (Principal) Resign 08/19/2013 

Kevin Gordon U (Principal) Non-reappoint 10/23/2013 

 Total Voting Members: 23 (SE = 30%; M = 26%; U = 22%; I = 13%; IM = 9%) 

 B.  New NFPA Document Revision Process and Electronic Public Input System 

4.   Approval of the minutes of the October 2012 meeting.  See the document 
information page to review (www.nfpa.org/56).  

5. New Business 

 A.  Revision Frequency.  NFPA 56 is currently on a 3-year revision cycle.  NFPA 
documents are allowed to be on a 3, 4, or 5 year revision cycle.  The committee 
should discuss the best revision frequency to ensure that adequate experience is 
developed between editions to generate public input. 

6.   Old Business 

 A.  References Task Group. The chairman appointed a task group to review 
references in NFPA 56 for the purpose of verifying the continued applicability and 
appropriateness of the referenced editions. The task group members are: F. 
Switzer (chair); C. Buehler; K. Levengood; G. Mahnken 

 B. Related Documents Task Group. The chairman appointed a task group to 
review related documents for the purpose of identifying gaps in purging and 

http://www.nfpa.org/56


cleaning requirements and investigate potential harmonization between these 
documents and NFPA 56.  

 Following the Report on Comments meeting, NFPA Staff distributed the letter to 
the chairmen and staff liaisons of the documents identified by the task group. 
Attachment A documents the responses received from the chairmen.  The 
committee should identify follow-up action on this subject based on the input 
received.  The task group members are: J. Puskar (chair); C. Buehler; P. Cabot; R. 
Craig; L. Danner; M. Polagye; B. Swiecicki; F. Switzer 

 C. De Minimus Quantities Task Group.  The committee established a task group to 
investigate if it is possible to identify piping systems by diameter or volume that 
present a minimal hazard and therefore could be exempted from some or all of the 
requirements of NFPA 56.  The committee should discuss specific deliverables 
from the task group and a schedule for distribution of such prior to the First Draft 
meeting.  The task group members are: D. Kovach (chair); M. Bethany; C. Buehler; 
R. Craig; D. Dorran; R. Early; and F. Switzer 

 D. Membership.  The committee requested that NFPA contact the American 
Petroleum Institute (API) and the National Petrochemical and Refinery Association 
(NPRA) to recruit members with expertise in the midstream petrochemical industry.  
Since the last meeting, an API member has joined the committee.  NPRA has not 
responded to NFPA Staff.  The committee should discuss additional outreach 
efforts or opportunities for recruiting new committee members from industry. 

 E.  Education.  NFPA Staff submitted the committee request for a seminar through 
the NFPA New Product Development (NPD) System.  The NPD review committee 
did not approve a full day seminar.  The NPD task group suggested that a half-day 
webinar be developed that could be hosted on the NFPA website.  The committee 
should discuss if this is an acceptable alternative to the all-day seminar and if 
further action should be taken. 

7. Other items? 

8.  Date/Location of Next Meeting.  (A First Draft Meeting in the A2016 cycle must 
occur between July 7, 2014 and Dec 12, 2014.) 

9. Adjournment.   
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NFPA 56 Task Force Report of Possible Documents Related 

to or Impacted by NFPA 56
Document Number, Name Chair Status

NFPA 30, Flammables and combustibles liquids code

Jack Woycheese

This seems to be an appropriate action. We have just completed our current cycle so by cc I am 

requesting Bob Benedetti to place this action on the agenda for our next cycle. We will ask each TC to 

have a task group review NFPA 56 relative to their chapters and offer recommendations. Thanks for 

suggesting it.

NFPA 58, Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code Frank Mortimer

NFPA 37, Standard for the Installation and Use of Stationary Combustion 

Engines and Gas Turbines  
Clifford Roberts

NFPA 50 B, Standard for Liquefied Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites  Standard withdrawn

NFPA 50 A, Standard for Gaseous Hydrogen Systems at Consumer Sites  Standard withdrawn

NFPA 2, Hydrogen Technologies Code Martin Gresho

NFPA 51, Standard for the Design and Installation of Oxygen-Fuel Gas Systems 

for Welding, Cutting, and Allied Processes  

Rob Early

Thanks for the note.  I will add this to the agenda for the upcoming NFPA 55 first draft meeting in 

October.  I know that the IMG committee spent considerable time looking at NFPA 56 and developing a 

TIA to address pipe cleaning and purging, which should be added to NFPA 55 during the current 

revision cycle.  That work may address some of the concerns the GPS committee identified.  However, 

we will make sure to conduct a thorough review.

NFPA 51 A, Standard for Acetylene Cylinder Charging Plants  Rob Early

NFPA 52, Vehicular Gaseous Fuel Systems Code  

Nancy Pehrson

Our Technical Committee is in the process of reorganizing and restructuring NFPA 52 Vehicular 

Gaseous Fuel Systems Code.  This effort also involves gap identification, development of additional 

requirements and proposing additional language where appropriate during the Public Input phase.  The 

Committee can include the review of NFPA 56, Standard for Fire and Explosion Prevention During 

Cleaning and Purging of Flammable Gas Piping Systems as part of our current efforts.  We will 

certainly share with you the results of the review.  The Task Group to be assigned the review of NFPA 

56 may be contacting you in the next two months to take advantage of your offer of assistance.   We 

appreciate the opportunity to use the expertise your Committee has in determining how best to 

reference, extract or modify applicable sections of NFPA 56 into our code.

NFPA 53, Recommended Practice on Materials, Equipment, and Systems Used 

in Oxygen-Enriched Atmospheres  

Albert de Richemond

The NFPA 53 committee will discuss your request that the next meeting, which will be on September 

19th. However, please note that cleaning piping for oxygen service may be  more rigorous than 

cleaning for flammable gas service. By definition flammable gas pipe has just that and should exclude 

air or oxygen. With oxygen piping, all flammable materials, in some cases, oil from fingerprints, must be 

removed to prevent fires and explosions.

NFPA 54, National fuel gas code Thomas Crane



NFPA 55, Compressed Gases and Cryogenic Fluids Code  

Rob Early

Thanks for the note.  I will add this to the agenda for the upcoming NFPA 55 first draft meeting in 

October.  I know that the IMG committee spent considerable time looking at NFPA 56 and developing a 

TIA to address pipe cleaning and purging, which should be added to NFPA 55 during the current 

revision cycle.  That work may address some of the concerns the GPS committee identified.  However, 

we will make sure to conduct a thorough review.

NFPA 67, Guideline on Explosion Protection for Gaseous Mixtures in Pipe 

Systems  
Larry Floyd

NFPA 1, National Fire Code

Jeffrey Collins

I have received your request to look into the possibility of including NFPA 56, Standard for Fire and 

Explosion Prevention During Cleaning and Purging of Flammable Gas Piping Systems, as a reference 

document into the Fire Code, NFPA i.  However, we administratively cannot include it into the currently 

cycle for the 2015 edition.  I will file the request and consider it for future editions of the fire code by 

referring it to our Hazmat task group. 

NFPA 82, Standard on Incinerators and Waste and Linen Handling and 

Equipment Brian Polk

Thank you for the request. I will start reviewing 56 and will ask that our committee do the same. We will 

be losing our NFPA engineer at the end of the month so this may delay the process. 

NFPA 85, Boiler and Combustion Systems Hazards Code
Michael Polagye

Reference to NFPA 56 has been made in the First Revision of NFPA 85 for the 2014 edition

NFPA 86, Standard for Ovens and Furnaces

Richard Gallagher

This upcoming Intro Chapters TF meeting is part of our preparation for our Second Draft meeting 

planned for the first week of October in Weston, MA.  As TIA 11-3 has lead to First Draft action on this 

subject, I anticipate there is no reason why further action deemed appropriate could not be 

implemented in the NFPA 86 Second Draft meeting. 

NFPA 87, Recommended Practice for Fluid Heaters

Algirdas Underys

The first draft of NFPA 87 for 2014 was modified and now includes 7.2.12 and its annex.  7.2.12* A 

confirmed source of combustible gas should be provided to the inlet to the equipment isolation valve(s) 

(see 6.2.5.1 ) each time a combustible gas supply is placed into service or restored to service.  

A.7.2.12 The evacuation/purging, charging, and confirmation of the fuel or combustible gas supply in 

the piping upstream of the equipment isolation valve is governed by other codes, standards, and 

recommended practices. Examples are NFPA 54 , National Fuel Gas Code , which requires charging to 

be stopped upon detection of combustible gas at the point of discharge, and NFPA 56PS , Standard for 

Fire and Explosion Prevention During Cleaning and Purging of Flammable Gas Piping Systems . 

Careful consideration should be given to the potential hazards that can be created in the surrounding 

area for any fuel or combustible gas discharge.

NFPA 90 A, Standard for the Installation of Air-Conditioning and Ventilating 

Systems Raplh Gerdes

In NFPA 54 , the term Appliance Shutoff Valve is analogous to the term Equipment Isolation Valve in 

NFPA 86 and 87.

NFPA 99, Health Care Facilities Code



NFPA 99, Piping Jim Lathrop

NFPA 99, Fundamentals David Klein

NFPA 101, Life Safety Code William Koffel

NFPA 110, Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems David Stymiest

NFPA 122, Standard for Fire Prevention and Control in Metal/NonMetal 

Mining and Metal Mineral Processing Facilities
Matthew Bujewski

NFPA 241, Standard for Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition 

Operations
Clarence Eggen

NFPA 301, Code for Safety to Life From Fire on Merchant Vessels Micharl Arnold

NFPA 306, Standard for the Control of Gas Hazards in Vessels

James Thornton

As NFPA 306 has just closed its revision cycle, we cannot take specific action on this issue until the 

standard is reopened for revision.  However, since the  subject of NFPA 56 is important to address 

since LNG/CNG fuel systems are becoming more prevalent in new construction of merchant vessels of 

all types, the Committee will take this under advisement.

NFPA 312, Standard for Fire Protection of Vessels During Construction Joe Cox

NFPA 318, Standard for the Protection of Semiconductor Fabrication Facilities

Vincent DeGiorgio

Thank you for contacting the NFPA 318 committee. We will review your request and get back to you 

shortly.

NFPA 395, Standard for the Storage of Flammable and Combustible Liquids at 

Farms and Isolated Sites

NFPA 400, Hazardous Materials Code

Robert James

As you may have noted on your review of 400, the concept behind the document is to address 

hazardous materials for the storage, use and handling. But, one key component of the document is that 

we are limited in scope to very specific materials and as you indicated your scope of NFPA 56 include 

flam gasses and flam liquids. NFPA 400 does not have the scope for these materials and only 

reference NFPA 30 for Liquids and NFPA 55 for gasses. The NFPA 55 committee requested the annex 

section for a reprint of their document due to many hazardous materials at appear in a gas form but 

they still retain the scope of their document. My suggestion might be to contact these documents with 

specific placement into 30 and 55. Regarding 400, if you see specific areas that the committee might 

reference out of the current sections that we reference from 30 or 55 please feel free to submit them for 

consideration. 

NFPA 407, Standard for Aircraft Fuel Servicing
Fred Cnota

The 407 committee will be having a teleconference call next month on 407 issues.  At that time, I will 

address the committee about referencing NFPA 56 and incorporating it into our document.

NFPA 410, Standard on Aircraft Maintenance David Burkhart

NFPA 423, Standard for Construction and Protection of Aircraft Test Facilities
James Doctorman

NFPA 430, Code for the Storage of Liquid and Solid Oxidizers Standard Withdrawn

NFPA 432, Code for the Storage of Organic Peroxide Formulations Standard Withdrawn



NFPA 434, Code for the Storage of Pesticides Standard Withdrawn

NFPA 820, Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater Treatment and 

Collection Facilities

Glen McGinley

The Technical Committee on Wastewater Treatment Plants (WAA-AAA) will be holding a first draft 

meeting for the 2016 edition of NFPA 820 on September 10, 11 and 12, 2013 in Columbus, OH.  Your 

request to consider NFPA 56 for incorporation by reference into the next edition of NFPA 820 will be 

placed on the committee agenda for consideration as a committee proposal. The committee will also 

consider the suggestion to extract language that may specifically be applicable to the operation and 

maintenance of gas processing equipment used in wastewater treatment facilities. Please be advised 

that the scope of NFPA 820 does not apply to the collection, treatment, or disposal of industrial wastes 

or manufactured by-products that are treated on-site and are not discharged to a publicly or privately 

operated municipal facility.  We appreciate the work of the Technical Committee on Gas Process 

Safety (GPS) to address the fire and explosion hazards related to procedures that require the release 

of flammable gases and we look forward to working with the GPS committee.

NFPA 850, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Electric Generating 

Plants and High Voltage Direct Current Converter Stations
William Snell

NFPA 853, Standard for the Installation of Stationary Fuel Cell Power Systems William Snell


